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The outdoors beckons. You are captivated by its breathtaking sights, 
fresh air, blue skies and endless possibilities. When you get out there 
you can feel the pure intensity and excitement that comes from 
following your passions but the allure of the outdoors is different for 
everyone.

Outdoor Channel unlocks a rich collection of stories, personalities, 
challenges and motivational forces that reflect the desire to get out 
there and be a part of passionate communities of outdoor lifestyles 
and events.

#WhatGetsYouOutThere? 

Share your favourite outdoor images and stories with us on 
www.facebook.com/OutdoorChannelAsia





Urban Dictionary 
by Lydia Tan

Robots

かおがひろい (kaoga hiroi)

Sparrow’s fart
Meaning: Sunrise/dawn

Country: Australia

This slang sounds like it might describe a small, soft sound 
– which is what you’d imagine a tiny bird’s fart would sound 

like. Who’d have thought that a sparrow’s fart could be 
used to signify the start of a new day?

Yaourter/Chanter en yaourt
Translation: To yoghurt/to sing through yoghurt

Meaning: Pretending to speak or 
sing in a language you don’t know well

Country: France

A rather yummy-sounding slang, but it doesn’t make 
sense in English. It refers to trying to sing along to a 

song when you don’t know the lyrics or the language, 
or when you mimic speaking a foreign language without 
using actual words. Leave it to the French to create a 

term for these situations!

Translation: A raisin in a sausage
Meaning: A pleasant surprise in something 

already good
Country: Norway

Raisins and sausages may not sound like a delicious 
combination but to the Norwegians, apparently it does. 
You could liken it to the English expression “the cherry 

on top”, although I’ll take a cherry over a 
raisin-sausage any day.  

En rosin i polsen

of the World
썸 (Sseom)

Translation: Taken from the English word “some”
Meaning: “Something” between two people 

not in a relationship with each other
Country: South Korea

Some what? The meaning is as ambiguous as it sounds; 
it’s used to describe the special “something”

between two people who may have feelings for each other 
but have not started dating yet.

Meaning: Traffic lights
Country: South Africa

When you think “robots”, the first things that come to 
mind are those walking, talking humanoids that you see in 

sci-fi movies, and traffic lights definitely don’t fit that 
description. Who knows, maybe robots directing traffic 

flow on the roads might be a common sight in the future!

Translation: I only understand the train station
Meaning: I don’t understand anything

Country: Germany

We saved the best for last. There’s not much to say about 
this idiom – its nonsensical nature speaks for itself. Try using 
this expression with your friends when you don’t understand 

them and watch their baffled, confused reactions!

Every country has their own slangs and 
sayings used colloquially by the locals. 
Slang words can tell us a lot about a 

country’s culture and lifestyle while keeping 
the language interesting and fresh. But what 
if we were to literally translate those phrases 
into English? The result might be a bit weird, 
or even hilarious. Here are some funny and 

interesting slang words from around the 
world – try and guess their meanings!

Queimar as pestanas
Translation: Burn the eyelashes

Meaning: To study hard 
Country: Brazil

Who knew studying hard could have such 
dangerous consequences? This Portuguese 

expression comes from the fact that in the past, 
students had to study with a candle at night. 

Sometimes their faces got too close to the flame as they 
strained to read in the dim light, thus burning their 

eyelashes. Thank goodness for modern electrical lighting!

Ich verstehe nur Bahnhof

Translation: (I’m) also drunk
Meaning: Something/someone is unreasonable

Country: China

This phrase might not make much sense at first – what does 
being drunk have to do with being unreasonable? But try to 
imagine two drunk people not being able to understand or 
make sense of each other, so they keep thinking the other 

person is being unreasonable.

Translation: To have a wide face
Meaning: Someone who has a lot of friends

Country: Japan

Don’t be too quick to take offence to this phrase; it’s actually a 
compliment. It’s used to imply that you have a wide circle of friends and 

you’re well-liked. Maybe having a wide face isn’t so bad after all!

也是醉了(yeshì zuìle)
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Drones. We’ve all seen them. 
They’re in Hollywood. They’re 
on National Day. They’re in your 
FB feed. They’re taking over the 
supply chain that delivers your 
Amazon purchase, and helping 
support global conservation, 
whether it’s rescuing stranded 
koalas in Australia or protecting 
endangered elephants in Africa.

While a lot of us still think of 
drones as recreational toys – albeit very cool ones – the 
reality in just the last few years is that UAVs (Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles) have become so much more in terms of 

the almost limitless possibilities 
they provide.

The industry is seeing double-digit 
growth every year. It’s estimated 
worldwide spending on drones 
(both commercial and recreational) 
will top US$100 billion between 
2016-2020. Someone considering 
enrolling in a drone-related 
programme now will be graduating 
at literally the exact moment UAVs 

become huge, says Dr. Kenneth Witcher, Dean of the 
College of Aeronautics at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 
University, the world’s largest aviation university.

Anyone can learn to fly a 
recreational drone – that’s 
why the market for UAVs 
has grown exponentially. In 
a broader sense, that’s also 
great for the entire UAV 
industry, since the more 
familiar (and comfortable) 
society becomes with the 
idea of drones in our skies, 
the more readily we’ll 
start imagining new and 
innovative uses for them.

Drones are perfect for any 
job that’s too complex, 
dangerous or expensive to 
risk doing with a multi-
million dollar aircraft (and 
its crew). 

They’re also ideal for fitting 
into tight spaces, whether 
it’s search-and-rescue 
operations, or flying into a 
sewer tunnel to see what’s 
causing a blockage. They’ve 
become highly-mobile, low-
cost platforms for mounting 
complex, lightweight tech 

such as lidar sensors (radar that 
uses lasers) to make 3D maps of 
almost any structure or landscape.

Some of today’s fastest-growing 
applications for drones are in 
areas as diverse as agriculture 
and insurance, with drones heat-
mapping farm fields to determine 
where to water or assessing risk 
factors facing a city.

And that’s just the tip of the 
iceberg. 

“When you scale drones 
up to a global commer-

cial level, education 
and training will play 
a huge part in un-
leashing the indus-
try’s latent potential,“ 
says Dr. Witcher.

In fact, you could say the 
sky’s the limit. 

Opportunities in Analytics, Big Data, Engineering 
and Post-Flight Data Analysis
Gathering, managing and deciphering Big Data is a huge area of future growth for 
the UAS industry. For example, a drone equipped with lidar sensors and 3D mapping 
software can accurately create a digital model of a complex indoor space such as an 
MRT tunnel, or accurately calculate how much paint is needed to cover the outside of a 
skyscraper, in just a fraction of the time and cost it would take a person to do it.

There are opportunities in everything from conceptualising the physical hardware, 
such as new measuring tools and sensors, to pioneering the post-flight data analysis 
software that crunches the numbers, and makes sense of the vast amounts of data col-
lected. Drones are important machines, but it’s what you do with it that counts more.

Business and Entrepreneurship
What can you do with a drone? Actually, even the sky isn’t the limit, only your 
imagination. Drones are already being used by companies like Amazon and 
Alibaba to deliver products, while Mark Zuckerberg plans to use a fleet of them 
in the stratosphere to bring internet connectivity to the entire planet. 

Between those two extremes, almost anything you can imagine is possible, with 
the relentless growth of UASs year after year meaning they’re only going to 
become more a part of our daily lives. Because of that, the industry will be ripe 
for aspiring entrepreneurs to pioneer entirely new uses for drones, as well as 
the new technologies that accompany them. 

Given the huge opportunities (and revenues) in the coming years, the 
UAV industry offers great career potential for graduates. While the 
future of the UAV industry will be heavily knowledge-driven, it’ll be 
equally imagination-driven, so even if you’re not tech-minded, there 
are opportunities at every level. 

For that reason, tomorrow’s UAV professionals will have degrees in 

areas you’d expect – like aeronautics and engineering – to areas 
you may not, like aviation-related business development. Leading 
aviation schools like Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University  
[http://asia.erau.edu] offer full and part-time degrees in Singapore 
including a 3-year Bachelors of Science in Aeronautics or 
Aviation Business Administration with an opportunity to choose a 
specialisation in Unmanned Aerial Systems.  

Opportunities in Aviation Legislation and Policy
At their core, UAVs still operate within tightly regulated airspaces, with laws 
differing greatly by jurisdiction. Once you take off outdoors, you’re operating in an 
environment shared with professional pilots (and commercial aircraft) who have 
a very strict safety culture. Other aspects to consider are privacy laws surrounding 
airspace usage, and types of licences required to fly them (if at all).

This means the relatively new commercial drone industry needs even more future 
professionals with the ability to understand the environment this technology 
operates in – namely busy commercial airspaces. That’s where the business and 
tech aspects of UAS merge with abstract concepts like planning regulations and 
controlling air space, meaning there will be huge future growth in areas such as 
UAS-related public policy and legislation. 

Anyone studying unmanned aerial systems (UAS) today will soon 
be graduating into a new era of aviation – as drones are already 
becoming a normal aspect of our society, students will get the 
chance to push that innovation 
further by creating the technology 
and businesses that leverage on a 
drone’s capabilities. 

This game-changing drone indus-
try is worth billions, and will be 
worth even more in the future.   

According to Dr. Witcher, you don’t have to be a student of technol-
ogy or engineering to capitalise on it – there are so many aspects 
to drones that require students from many backgrounds and fields.  

These include:
* Analytics and Big Data
* Engineering and IT
* Business Development
* Public Policy and Law
* Marketing and PR

What does this mean to new students?

How to be a part of the Industry

Expert insights by Dr. Kenneth Witcher, 
Dean of the College of Aeronautics at 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
and a Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical 
Society (FRAeS), an award given to 
individuals who have made outstanding 
contributions in aeronautics.

THE DRONE 
POTENTIAL
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From Rural to
Urban Australia
An Educational Experience by Germaine Leow

After two years in Tamworth, she left the countryside and headed to Perth to attend pre-university, majoring in Psychology. She was all on her own in Perth and stayed in the dormitories. This meant gaining a lot of independence and doing everything herself. 
When she first enrolled, she was given a form that asked about her preference in the type of roommates she wanted; she could choose genders, personality traits and lifestyle habits such as cleanliness and tolerance to noise. Living expenses in Perth are also high – her dorm fee came up to $493 every 2 weeks.

Their campus culture was very sociable and open, and there were monthly events where dorm residents would socialise.
As she is currently in the preparation course period, she has very short days and short classes. She expects her workload to increase after she progresses into her first o�icial year in university. 

Something she enjoys about university life is that there is a week of holiday after every three weeks of school, which she has not experienced in both Singapore and Tamworth. This ensures that the students get enough rest every month to recharge for the next month’s worth of studies. 

People are usually on their own in university as everyone is more independent but when it came to friendship, there were people who chose to befriend those who are smart just to do well academically. Everyone is very competitive and goal-oriented. 

At the age of 17, Priyanka moved to the tiny town of Tamworth, Australia to 
continue her post-secondary studies. 

For someone who has spent all her life in Singapore, she took a while getting 
used to seeing all that grassland and nature. “It was a small town where you 
would meet half your school on the streets during the weekends,” Priyanka 
recalls, “and no building was higher than 2 storeys.” 

School life was stress-free and relaxed; there were no remedial or 
supplementary classes, as students study at their own pace. 

Interestingly during their state examinations, they get 5 extra points because 
they are from a rural town in Australia. They are believed to learn di�erently 
compared to students from the city; her peers from the countryside are less 
competitive and led more carefree lifestyles.

Here, 60% of the Higher School Certificate (HSC) marks are from class 
assignments and 40% of it is from actual examination, hence they had to 
produce constant results throughout the academic year. In Singapore, the final 
examination is unrelated to day-to-day school work. 

Uniforms, textbooks, school supplies there are very expensive: about SGD $300 
for ONE set of uniform. Priyanka’s Human Biology textbook costed $80 and it 
was thinner than her Biology textbook in Singapore. 

While we have our meals in the canteens here, they have lunch out on a field. On 
the other side of the fences, there were kangaroos, horses and sheep. One of 
her sleepovers was in a tent at a cowgirl’s backyard at 13ºC staring at the milky 
way. 

There would be a party every weekend and Priyanka would always be invited 
even if she did not know the host personally. Overall, the people there were 
genuinely friendly; the whole school was pretty much friends with everyone and 
she forged really good friendships that would last a lifetime. 

PERTH

In just a span of three years, Priyanka got to experience life in 
both the rural and urban areas in Australia. 

“There’s good and bad in both,” she adds, “and compared to 
Perth, I prefer Tamworth, but if you were to ask me where I 

would want to be, it will be Singapore.” 
Priyanka is currently studying in Perth and will be returning 

to Singapore to continue her university studies next year.

In Summary

TAMWORTH

TAMWORTH

PERTH

Rural: Tamworth

Urban: Perth

Ever wondered what it is like to study overseas? 
Priyanka Darishaini, 20, shares her story about 

studying abroad in Australia. Here’s the di�erence 
– she has experienced school life in both a rural 

town and an urban city. So what’s it like to study in 
two very di�erent locations?
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Long before Xi Jinping declared his ‘one belt one road’ initiative, 
the Chinese diaspora had spread far beyond the usual Chinatowns 
that we know. We have the colonial European powers – particularly 
the Portuguese – to thank for shipping the first batch Chinese to 
far flung lands way back in the 16th century as slaves.

After the African slave trade was outlawed in the 19th century, 
the British came up with a dodgy form of employment: contract 
labour. And they turned to Asia to stock up on ‘coolies’, aka slaves 
with a signed contract. From 1847 to 1874, up to 500,000 Chinese 
coolies were shipped to the Americas, Africa and Southeast Asia, 
often shanghaied into their new “careers”. 

SOUTH 
AMERICA

by Nina Gan

Portuguese & Macao: slave trade

When Portugal started trading in Asia, they were already experienced slave 
traders. As far back as the 1520s, Chinese slaves have been bought, and 
then traded in Lisbon in the 1540s. Some were brought over by Portu-
guese viceroys who procured them from China and Malacca along spice 
routes. Some of these slaves consisted of kidnapped boys as young as 5 
years old. 

China’s relationship with the 
Portuguese began in 1557, 
who used Macao as a trading 
port for slaves from China, as 
well as (predominantly) Japan 
and the rest of Asia. From 
there, slaves were shipped 
to Goa (then a Portuguese 
colony) and Lisbon – from 
where some found their way 
to Brazil, becoming the first 
Chinese to set foot there in 
the 16th century.

It wasn’t until 1624 that the King of Portugal forbade the enslavement 
of the Chinese and Japanese, due to international pressure rather than 
conscience. However, the Dutch picked up the slack and enslaved Asian 
people in colonial South Africa from the 1650s.

Fast forward to the 1840s and we start seeing the Chinese being traded 
again – this time under the official title of ‘coolie’. 

A new kind of slave

By the early 19th century, slave trading was being out-
lawed across Europe – beginning with Denmark (1802), then 
Britain (1807), Holland (1814), France (1818), Spain (1820) 
and finally Portugal in 1836. 

To replace African slaves, the British first experimented with 
this ‘coolie’ system when they imported 200 Chinese to Trini-
dad in 1806. Coolie traders claimed that workers were willing 
to indenture themselves for 6-8 years. In reality, contracts 
were rarely honoured, and most of the men were kidnapped 
or deceived; the trade was even referred to as ‘mai jiu jai’ 
(sale of piglets), possibly referring to their pigtail hairstyle.

Macao to South America

For over 300 years, Portuguese Macao was a marketplace 
for human labour – initially trading in slaves, they simply 
switched to trading coolies once Portugal outlawed slav-
ery. Most of the coolies ended up in Latin America. 

The Portuguese brought coolies to its Brazilian tea planta-
tions. Even the Dutch brought Chinese coolies from Macao 

to their colony, Suriname, to replace the African slaves in sugar plantations 
after slavery was outlawed. 

Most coolies from Macao ended up in Spanish colonies. Over 100,000 
coolies were sent to Peru from the 1850s to the 1870s for work in sugar 
plantations, as well as in the guano, rail, and cotton industries. About 
125,000 coolies were sold to Cuba between 1847-1874 to work on sugar 
plantations and guano pits. 

The hazardous conditions 
the coolies faced resulted in 
a high mortality rate (up to 
half died) – as a result, many 
coolies revolted by escaping 
or killing their overseers. The 
Chinese government eventually 
stepped in and eliminated the 
coolie trade in 1874. However, 
coolies were still used until the 
early 20th century.

to other far flung parts

The British and French also imported coolies to Africa. The British began 
importing Chinese coolies into Mauritius in 1829 to replace their slave 
labour in sugar plantations, and used them to work in gold mines in South 
Africa. The French used coolies for railroad-building in Madagascar in 
1896. Even the Germans were using coolies in German Samoa in the late 
1800s for their tobacco plantations.

What happened after?

After their contract ended, many coolies returned to 
China, although many stayed on and opened small 
grocery stores or restaurants, and married local 

wives. 

In the case of Cuba, the number of 
Chinese in Cuba resulted in the creation 

of Havana’s Chinatown (Barrio Chino 
de La Habana), one of the oldest in 

Latin America. Peru has one of 
the largest Chinatowns, Calle 
Capón (Barrio Chino), and over 
6,000 Chinese restaurants 
called ‘chifas’ which serve 
Chinese Peruvian fusion food. In Brazil, the Chinese 

live alongside a large Japanese population in 
Liberdade, Sao Paolo.

Many of the coolies who’ve settled overseas have 
thrived for generations, and can generally be distin-
guished from newer immigrants by the languages they 
speak – in addition to local languages, they speak ei-
ther Hakka or Cantonese as they originally were mainly 
from Guangdong.

HOW THE CHINESE LANDED FAR FROM HOME

Shanghaied!

Guidebook of 
chifas in Peru
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“The future is
  about engineering
  ideas that take flight.”

EZEBELLA BINTE ABDULLAH
Bachelor of Engineering with Honours in
Mechanical Engineering, Class of 2017
Coventry University, UK
Engineering Assistant in Aerospace Manufacturing

Be future-ready with
PSB Academy, The Future Academy
School of Engineering and Technology

Apply for Engineering and Technology
Diploma & Degree programmes at 
psb-academy.edu.sg/discoverset


